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•
Meets/Exceeds CCSS ELA for Kindergarten •Meets the 3 Core Principles of Universal Design for Learning 1

Lesley Beth, Teacher, Composer, Song Writer, Author.
2004 International Songwriting Competition Semi-Finalist
American Songwriter Magazine Honorable Mention 2005.

Dear Reader,
Jazzles Learn to Read/ELA Program is ‘Big Picture’, VisualAuditory-Kinesthetic Learning. It connects children’s natural
learning styles with an abundance of innovative, multimedia
resources and learning strategies for accelerated literacy
results.
• Tried and tested, I believe Jazzles ELA is the only songpowered multisensory program that transforms Mixed
Ability Classes from challenging to joyful learning
experiences for both students and teachers.
• It treats children intelligently.
• It features JazzleOke 1 - the first ‘Learn to Read’, interactive
resource in the world that facilitates simultaneous, intuitive
learning of all 6 beginning reading skills!
• It is multimedia, Literacy learning in tune with 21st Century
visual and digital preferences without sacrificing play.
• It’s a creative mix of play-based experiences and direct
instruction that both teachers and kids love!
• Its lyrics, music, performance and creative arts opportunities
deliver joy, confidence, social cohesion and intuitive learning.
• Please read the prepared,song-themed Lesson Plans and
these additional guides and reference lists.
Sincerely,
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What One of New York City’s Most Distinguished
Public School Principals says about Jazzles
“... Jazzles utilizes a multi-sensory approach, emphasizing
visual, auditory and kinetic activities and Jazzles is
consistent with the latest brain research on learning. It
takes the traditional activities of early childhood education
and integrates them with 21st century literacy benchmarks
and classroom technology advances - particularly interactive
whiteboards.
... What it really does superbly is take these traditional early
childhood classroom activities, and through its interactive
program of music, movement and creative games, it enhances and
reinforces the literary skills expected of kindergarten and
grade one students today.
... Most importantly, Jazzles corresponds clearly with any
balanced, comprehensive and sequential reading curriculum.
Its games and activities are consistent with the essential
elements of reading - phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency,
comprehension and vocabulary development. For example, the
Jazzles Learning System emphasizes nearly three quarters of
the English language words included in most high fluency and
sight word lists.
... Jazzles is an individualized and differentiated learning
system. The technology allows the students, whatever their
reading ability, to access the program at their own level. The
scaffolded learning system allows students to advance at their
own pace. Jazzles also works especially well for ELL and
special needs students who react immediately to the positive
reinforcement and feedback built into the program’s strategy.
As these special populations increase in number and percentage
in our schools, Jazzles can be one pragmatic solution to help
these students reach state and national literacy standards.”
... It allows teachers to identify and isolate particular
reading deficiencies and utilize Jazzles activities to target,
remediate and reinforce the skills necessary to bring students
up to grade level.”

James J. Harrigan

James J. Harrigan is one New York City’s most distinguished public school principals;
a recipient of a 2006 Cahn Fellows Program for Distinguished Principals at Teachers
College, Columbia University.
Nominated the New York State Catholic Teacher’s
Association’s EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR, the New York City Board of Education SUPERVISOR
OF THE YEAR award and the Emerald Society’s EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR.
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1. High Impact Vocabulary Development
for Mixed Ability Classes
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

As well as fostering rich conversations across
If children fall behind in the fi rst 3 months of
song-themed cross-curricula topics, creativkindergarten, research indicates they may
ity, visual literacy and inter/interpersonal skills
never recover. Lack of oral language is the
such as cooperation and confidence (etc) are
major contributor, particularly for ESL. Jazzles
developed.
Pedagogy focuses heavily on ensuring this
never happens. 6. With the exception of uppercase letters, JazJazzles uses comprehensive strategies to inzles uses group letter introduction based the recrementally and rapidly develop a common
searched ‘Carnine’ order that enables children
class-wide vocabulary base.
to decode words earlier rather than later.
1. JazzleOke 1 facilitates VAK, intuitive, accelerated learning of all six ‘big ideas’ of begin- • Note: The Jazzles Pedagogy includes simultaning reading skills.
neous learning of upper and lowercase letters.
2. Jazzles
songs
use alliteration and
Today’s children are generally keyboard savvy
‘lyrical hooks’ to rapidly activate vocabulary,
enteringGroup
kindergarten
1 (a, or
m,need
t, s) to be.
oral skills and confidence through the joy of
Group 2 (i, f, d, r)
choral singing - invaluable for the disadvanGroup 3 (o, g, l, h)
taged. Academically supported, alliteration
Group 4 (u, c, b, n)
is a highly effective mnemonic that develops
Group 5 (k, v, e, w, j)
vocabulary knowledge.
Group 6 (p, y, x, q, z)
3. Composed with ‘catchy’ tunes and prolific
alliteration, Jazzles songs become ‘ear-worms’
- songs that get stuck in your memory - some- • Based on a letter a week using the above
times for life! This is a research-based memoorder, children acquire the following cumulary strategy. Importantly for learning, they are
tive word power in connected text, while also
highly internalized and quickly recallable.
developing their oral language.
4. Jazzles integrates interative multimedia re- • Note: 100’s of additional words are learned
sources with VAK-customized strategies, and
using the interactive games and the ‘Talk
applies these simultaneously and systemically.
Topic’s in the Lesson Plans.
Multisensory strategies are well established
for ESL and SPED - but never before for Mixed
• Weeks 1-4
= 88
Ability Classes. To quote Howard Gardner:
• Weeks 5-8
= 185

“~ Vocabulary and appropriate syntax
is most readily learned when students
are engaged in activities (like dancing or
drawing or debating) that draw on their
favored intelligences; students learn
best when they converse about topics
about which they are knowledgeable,
and those topics often are ones that use a
characteristic blend of intelligences.”
5. Jazzles ‘Advanced ELA Lesson Plans’ include
‘Talk Topics’ that develop 21st Century Social
and Personal Skills.

•
•
•
•

Weeks 8-12
Weeks 12-16
Weeks 17-21
Weeks 21-26

= 247
= 301
= 367
= 417

Dolch Sight Word List - Jazzles 72%
In 1997, a Revised Dolch List was published based
on research by Dr. Jerry L. Johns and Susan Davis
Lemke. Based on the Revised Dolch list, Jazzles

features 72% of the words for Kindergarten.
55% Grade 1 and 23% for Grade 2
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2. Vocabulary Strategies

3. NIFL Vocabulary Issues

Why Jazzles Prioritizes Vocabulary
and Oral Language.

Comprehensively Targeted by Jazzles ELA

The importance of Jazzles is its ability to fast track
vocabulary, not in word lists but ‘contemporary
words’ in usage across multiple sets of words,
Vocabulary is learned best in connected text not word lists, and not rote! Jazzles does it using
a multimedia, multisensory approach centered
around the unique core component - Jazzles
songs that are deliberately alliterative and catchy
to ‘hook’ the brain’s memory for recall.
Children (and adults) will sing these songs over
and over - at home, in the car, at school! This
is why children using the Jazzles songs develop
vocabulary so fast including nearly three quarters
of the English language words found in most high
fluency and sight word lists.
Children love the poetic device of alliteration the repetition of initial consonant sounds in words
that are next to each other or close to each other. Through repetition of oral alliteration, children
notice different sound elements of letters – often
surprisingly more than teachers anticipate.

•

•

•

•

Within the Jazzles Lyrics of 417 words, there
are 77 of the 100 most commonly used words
in contemporary English.
By learning the 100 key words, research has
found that children can make sense of nearly
48% of commonly read text in both adult and
children’s books.
Within the 100 key words, are the 16 highest
frequency words (a, and, he, I, in, is, it, my, of,
that, the, then, to, was, went, with) unlocking
understanding to around 25% of such texts.
Building on the foundations of these
‘important words’, Jazzles songs extend
the mnemonic power of collective singing
into an extensive range of carefully
structured activities that enable children to
familiarize and add nearly 1000* words to
their speaking and listening vocabularies.
(*Note: 417 wor ds in Lyrics; the balance in the
interactive games.)

Extracts from Report to Board of
National Institute for Literacy
Dr. Richard K. Wagner, Ph.D.
NIFL Advisory Board
See Appendix for Full Report

These extracts are referenced only to
illustrate acknowledged teaching issues.

“There are reasons why teaching vocabulary is
hard. The best indicator of general verbal
cognitive ability is vocabulary knowledge,
according to Dr. Wagner, rather than the kind
of fancy reasoning measure you might expect.
So “simple vocabulary” isn’t really that simple. Vocabulary isn’t just a list of words
people carry in their heads. Rather, vocabulary is a by-product of the ability to infer
meanings of words and the patterns of usage
that contribute to vocabulary retention...
Dr. Wagner observed
that everyone may be
thinking about vocabulary the wrong way by
focusing on individual words.
Vocabulary
knowledge is really knowledge distributed
across multiple sets of words rather than an
individual word alone...
..Many researchers have discovered the “not
so complicated news” that “if you don’t
know the words, you can’t comprehend the
passage.” While that’s true, he said, it’s
more complicated than that because vocabulary
develops over time, reading comprehension
improves over time, and the ways that these
two processes interact is complicated...
Effects of vocabulary also go beyond
comprehension, Dr. Wagner said.
If you
know a word and are asked to use it in a
phonological awareness exercise, you’ll find
the task easier than if you have to use an
unfamiliar word...
Learning about a word meaning in training
doesn’t help comprehension when the word is
encountered in text...
Developing children’s morphological awareness
and showing them how to use this knowledge
can multiply the effectiveness of training.
For instance, if the word “know” is taught,
then it can be used to figure out related
words like “knowledge” and “knowingly” and
“unknowingly...
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4. List of Words in Jazzles Songs

This chart is an alphabetical listing of all 417 words in Jazzles Lyrics. Highlighted in yellow are 77 words
featured in the contemporary ‘Early Reading Research’ (Jonathan Solity and Janet Vousden Warwick
University 2005). Highlighted in blue are additional high frequency words found in The Dolch Sight
Word List (Dolch 1936). Overlaps between Solity and Dolche are not highlighted.
a
about
African
afternoon
again
ago
airborne
all
alligator
always
am
American
an
and
angry
answered
ant
any
anything
apple
are
armed
arms
army
around
arrows
as
astonished
astronaut
at
attack
back
bag
ball
banana
be
bear’s
bee

been
bees
being
big
black
blocks
blue
bus
blues
boat
boom
bring
brown
brute
bus
but
buzzed
buzzing
cake
can
cannot
can’t
car
cat
catch
caught
clever
cliff
climb
color/colour
come
comes
cook
could
crayons
cream
crocodile
cry

cuddle
Dad
daffodils
day
dig
Dad’s
dirt
dirty
do
does
dog
don’t
doorstep
down
drive
driveway
duck
each
ear
Easter
eat
eating
egg
eight
elephant
end
erupting
even
excellent
exit
extinct
extra
extraordinary
fall
family
fantastic
fast
fat

father
feast
find
fine
finished
fi re
fish
fishing
five
flew
fl ies
fly
food
fool
for
four
fox
frenzy
fried
friend
friends
fright
frightened
from
frying
fun
garbage
garden
gardenias
get
give
gloves
go
goats
gobble
gobbling
goes
going

got
grab
Grandma’s
Grandpa’s
grass
green
grey/gray
guacamole
gum
hand
hard
have
hear
hello
help
her
here
hey
he’s
hide
hike
hill
his
hold
hopping
horse
hot
how
hug
hurt
I
ice
if
igloo
iguana
I’m
in
Indian
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inquire
insect
inside
interesting
interfere
interview
introduce
is
it
Italy
its
it’s
I’m
I’ve
Jell-O
jiggle
jog
joke
juicy
jump
just
kangaroo
kangaroos
kick
kid
kind
kite
know
koalas
left
leopards
like
little
live
lives
lizards
long
looking
lots
love
made
makes
me
meal
mean
meat
melon

middle
milk
Miss
Mister
mom/mum
most
mother
Mr.
muffin
munch
munching
my
never
next
nice
night
nightmare
no
nose
not
now
ocean
octopus
of
off
oh
old
on
one
or
orange
other
our
out
outstretched
out’a
over
ox
pan
partner
party
pass
piano
pick
pizza
plan
play

playing
please
popcorn
port
puddles
quack
quacking
queen
questioned
quiet
quiet
quit
race
rain
raining
rapids
Rex
right
river
rocks
round
row
rowing
said
sailing
say
school
see
share
sing
sit
sky
slide
slippery
slither
sly
snake
sneaky
so
some
someone’s
spell
spots
stay
such
suit
take

tea
terrified
terrify
that
that’s
the
their
them
then
there
they
things
this
through
tigers
tip
tip-toeing
to
told
too
tops
tree
trick
try
turn
Tyrannosaurus
umbrella
umbrellas
under
unhappy
unless
up
upstairs
us
van
vanish
venture
very
vigilant
visited
volatile
volcano
volcanos (oes)
vroom
wait
wake
wander

wants
was
watch
water
way
we
weasels
week
went
were
we’ll
what
whatever
when
while
white
who
why
wiggle
wild
will
wings
winter
wish
with
wobble
wolves
wombats
wonder
worms
would
yacht
yackety-yak
yellow
yes
yo-yo
yogurt/yoghurt
you
your
you’ll
you’re
yummy
zapped
zebra
zebra’s
zoo
zoom
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5. Phonemic Awareness Activities Using Familiar Text
The strength of Jazzles is using ’familiar text’ as
an easier, more engaging entry point for Early
Literacy development. Children are more confi dent and relaxed developing reading skills using
familiar words, so these activities use the words
found in the Jazzles Lyrics.
Note: Fully prepared and Group letter
sequenced activities are in every song-powered
Unit of Lesson Plans
They are based the strongly recommended Jazzles order of letter groups. For example, Group 1
features the letters a, m, t, s. Once children have
learned this Group’s letter-sounds, you can begin developing their phonemic awareness skills
using the following eight simple, research-based
activities.

Instructional Note:

Based on a recommended structure from NIFL
You will need to model and pace these activities
according to the level of readiness of your class.
Be patient! Only extend the learning when the
children are confident to do so! Children will learn
these skills when they are ready, usually around
the age of 6. The activities that follow are based
on a recommended structure from the National
Institute For Literacy. Make them short, snappy
and fun! Just a few minutes at a time!

•

Following Activities 1 to 8 are Oral

Phonemes needn’t be difficult when teaching
from known Jazzles Lyrics.

Teaching Difficult Phonemes from What is Already Known
Teaching phonemes from the known Jazzles Lyrics
makes it easier for children to succeed.
Children can recall a word and a particular
phoneme within it and then apply this knowledge
to decode a new unfamiliar word while reading.

Demonstration using ‘No! No! Lyrics.
Extracting the ‘igh’ sound (phoneme) from ‘night’.
After repeated aural and visual exposure,
the word ‘night’ from the ‘No! No!’ song
lyrics becomes a part of children’s active
vocabulary and visual memory.
• Using the Lyrics Page screened on the
electronic whiteboard, ask children to recall
the word ‘night’ from their ‘singing memory’
and then show them how to extract the ‘igh’
sound (phoneme) from ‘night’.
• Ask children to highlight or circle the targeted
phoneme.
• Children can then independently transfer this
‘igh’ sound to decode a new word, like ‘light’
or ‘fright’ when they read or write new text!
• Teaching from known knowledge is a proven,
more logical learning method for students saving valuable teaching time often spent on
‘word lists’ and grammar lessons!
Note: For these skill-developing, beginning
activities, focus on words that have the same
number of phonemes as they have letters (regular
words). E.g. There are 2 phonemes in ‘at’ (a/t) and
3 phonemes in cat (k / a / t). But ‘food’ ( f / oo /
d ) also has three phonemes although it contains
four letters.
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Activity 1: Phoneme Isolation
Developing children’s ability to recognize and identify individual sounds in a word. This
Activity initially targets the first phoneme in words familiarized from singing the Jazzles
songs.
You say:
Child says:
You say:

Sit. What’s the first sound in sit?
/s/
Good.

Here are more Examples Using the Recommended Group Order of Teaching.
Group 1
What is the first sound in …
Child
Aa Lyrics
am? apple? ant? afternoon?
Mm Lyrics
me? my? makes?
Tt Lyrics
tree? tip? tops? tiger?
Ss Lyrics
sit? sly? snake? slide?

/a/
/m/
/t/
/s/

Group 2
Ii Lyrics
Ff Lyrics
Dd Lyrics
Rr Lyrics

What is the first sound in …
if? inside? insect? inquire?
fat? fish? fast? flies? five? four?
dig? don’t? dog? dad? dirt? driveway?
race? river? row? rapids? rocks? rowing? right?

Child
/i/
/f/
/d/
/r/

Group 3
Oo Lyrics
Gg Lyrics
Ll Lyrics
Hh Lyrics

What is the fi rst sound in …
old? octopus? orange?
gum? goat? gobble? garbage? garden? grey? grass?
lots? like? love? little? lizards?
her? hug? hard? hide? hike ? hill?
hold? horse? hopping? hey?

Child
/o/
/ g/
/ l/
/ h/
/ h/

Group 4
Uu Lyrics
Cc Lyrics

What is the fi rst sound in …
up? us? under? umbrella? unhappy?
can? car? cat? cry? catch? cliff? cook? cake? color?

Child
/u/
/k/

clever? cuddle? climb? crayons? crocodile? can’t?
big? bag? bus? blue? bring? back? bear? banana?
black? brown?
not? no? nice? night? never? nightmare?
kite? kick? kid? kind? koala? kangaroos?
van? volatile? volcanos? vroom? venture?
vanish? visit? visited? vigilant?

/k/
/b/
/b/
/n/
/k/
/v/
/v/

What is the fi rst sound in …
egg? elephant? extraordinary?
why? we? wings? wait? watch? wander, white?
wild? wolves? worms? wiggle? water? winter?
wonder? wombats? wobble? went? with? we?
jog? joke? jump? just? jiggle? jell-o?

Child
/e/
/w/
/w/
/w/
/j

Bb Lyrics
Nn Lyrics
Kk Lyrics
Vv Lyrics

Group 5
Ee Lyrics
Ww Lyrics

Jj Lyrics
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Group 6
Pp Lyrics
Yy Lyrics
Qq Lyrics
Zz Lyrics

What is the forst sound in....
party? play? pick? pass? pizza? piano? popcorn?
you? yes? yellow? yogurt? yummy? yacht?
quit? quiet? quack? questioned? queen?
zoo? zoom? zebra? zapped?

/p/
/y/
/q/
/z/

End Sound
Xx Lyrics

ox? fox? Rex?

/x/

Activity 2: Phoneme Identity

Developing children’s ability to recognize the same beginning
sound in different words.
You say:
Child says:
You say:

The words are jump, jog and joke.
What is the sound in jump, jog, and joke?
/j/
Good.

Examples using familiar words from Jazzles Song cartoons:
snake
can
fat

slither
cook
for

saw
cuddle
food

Activity 3: Phoneme Categorization

Recognizing the word with the odd sound in a sequence
of three or four words.
You say:
Child says:
You say:
Child:

The words are fat, pan, fry.
Which word sounds odd or doesn’t belong?
/ pan /
Good. Tell me why
It doesn’t begin with / f /.

Examples using familiar words from Jazzles Song cartoons:
dog
fright
party

hot
fish
pizza

dig
goat
food

(Answer: hot)
(Answer: goat)
(Answer: food)

Jazzles uses prolific
alliteration that helps
children discern the
same beginning sound in
several words.
Use the list of words in
Activity 1 to make sets of
words.

Each Jazzles song focuses
on an alphabet letter,
using as many words as
possible that begin with
the focus letter while
making sense of the
Lyrics!
Alliteration attunes
children’s ears to
identifying differences
between the way words
sound.
Use the list of words in
Activity 1 to make sets of
‘Odd One Out’ words.
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Activity 4: Phoneme Blending

Listening to a sequence of separately spoken phonemes
and combining these to form a word.
You say:
Child says:
You say:
Child:
You say:

Tell me what word is f / a / t /?
( You sound out.)
/ fat /
Good. Sound it out for me.
f/a/t
Now let’s write the the sounds in ‘fat’.
/ f / write f, / a / write a, / t / write t.
Now we’ll read the word.

Examples using familiar words from Jazzles Song cartoons:
You
Child
/d/i/g/?
dig
/d/o/g/?
dog
/d/a/d/?
dad

Recalling Jazzles songs
helps children quickly
discern individual lettersounds that they can
combine into words.
For example, in the ‘Clever
Kid’ song, there are many
words with three sounds:
cat, can, kid, etc.
Use the list of words in
Activity 1 to make sets of 2
or 3 letter blended words.

Activity 5: Phoneme Segmentation

Children break a word into its separate sounds, saying each sound as they tap out or
count it. Model the procedure of saying the word beginning before sounding it orally.
(Demonstrate stretching the word as opposed to distinct,
separated sounds.)
You say:
Child:
You say:
Child:
You say:
Child:
You say:

Say hot.
hot
Now sound out the word.
/h/o/t/
Good. How many sounds is that?
3
Can you write these for me?
Let’s read the word.

Example words from Jazzles Song cartoons:
You
up
and
not
hot
hug
hand

Child
/u/p/
=2
/a/n/d/
=3
/n/o/t/
=3
/h/o/t/
=3
/h/u/g/
=3
/h/a/n/d/=4

Once the skill of Phoneme
Segmentation is mastered,
children use their
knowledge to ‘spell’ words
as they write.
Note: Try only 2 and 3 letter
words fi rst. When they are
comfortable with these,
move to 4 letter words.
Use the list of words in
Activity 1 to make your own
2 and 3 letter segmentation
words.
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For fun, use the names of the Jazzles characters to
learn the 5 medial vowel sounds!

Buzz

Bozz

Bizz

Jezz
Tazz

Activity 6: Phoneme Addition

Making a new word by adding a phoneme to an existing word.
Adding a phoneme to the beginning of a word.
You say:

What new word do you have
when you add / h / to the
beginning of the word ‘old’ ?

Child:

hold

You
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

/t/
/s/
/b/
/f /
/g/
/w/

to the beginning of old
to the beginning of old
to the beginning of old
to the beginning of old
to the beginning of old
to the beginning of eight

Child
told
sold
bold
fold
gold
weight

Jazzles builds sound-letter
understanding within a
vocabulary of over 400
words.
This assists children to
recognize the new word
when a phoneme is
added to the beginning
or end of a word.
For example, ‘old’ and
‘eight’ are familiar
words from the ‘Orange
Octopus’ song.
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Adding a phoneme to the end of a word.
You say:
Child:
You say :
You
Add / t /
Add / t /
Add / m /
Add / s /

What new word do you have when you add / t / to the end of ‘an’ ?
ant
Good!

to the end of
to the end of
to the end of
to the end of

Child
cart
fort
seem
lots

car
for
see
lot

Note: You can also develop lists of rhyming words using known words from the Jazzles
Lyrics as in the examples below:
Known Word
an
ear
ice
us
ox
it
all
eat
and

at

Add a Phoneme to Create:
pan
fan
man
hear fear
nice
lice
rice
bus
fox
box
sox
sit
fit
pit
fall
ball
tall
wall
meat seat beat
sand band land

fat

cat

pat

mat

Activity 7: Phoneme Deletion

Recognizing the word that remains when a phoneme is
removed from a word.
You say:
Child:
You say:
Child:
You:

What is hold without the / h /?
old
Good! Let’s do another! What is zoom
without the / m /?
zoo
Really good!

This is the reverse to
Activity 6. Create new
words by the deletion
of a phoneme at the
beginning or end of a
word.
After you have
established the idea,
start using other sources.
Use ‘make-believe’
words. For example, ‘just’
without the / j / is ‘ust’;
and ‘ust’ without the / t /
is us.
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Examples:

Deleting Phonemes using Lyrics for Ff, Hh, Kk.

You say:
Child:

What’s fat without the / f /
at

You
hill
hold
ball

Child
ill
old
all

without the / h /
without the / h /
without the / b /

You say:
Child:

What is and without the / d /?
an

Examples:

Deleting end Phonemes using Lyrics for Kk and Zz.

You
koalas without the / s /
zoom without the / m /
bees without the / s /

Child
koala
zoo
bee

Activity 8: Phoneme Substitution

Substituting one Phoneme for another Phoneme to make a new word.
You say:

The word is ‘cake’. What new word do I have if I change the / k / to / t /?

Child:

take

You say:

Really good! Let’s try some more.

Word
catch
cake
kid
like
cook
cat
can
me
car

Let’s change.....
/ k / to / p /
/ k / to / m /
/ k / to / l /
/ l / to / h /
/ k / to / t /
/ k / to / f /
/ k / to / v /
/ m / to / b /
/ k / to / b /

Child
patch
make
lid
hike
took
fat
van
be
bar

This is another variation
on Activities 6 and 7
except that the deleted
phoneme is replaced with
a new phoneme.
Don’t forget to have fun
creating ‘make-believe’
words for this activity.
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6. Reference List of Phoneme Examples in Jazzles Songs
When applicable, use the following list of ‘Phonemes and their Word Examples’
from a Jazzles song, to show children how easy it is to apply their internalized
knowledge. Project the appropriate song lyrics page on to a whiteboard.

Phoneme

Phoneme Example [Jazzles Song Source]

/ai/

rain, raining, again [U song], sailing [Y song], wait [W song]
play, stay, always [U song], day [Z], driveway [D song],
play [P song], playing [Y song], crayons [C song]
cake [C song], take [E song], make [M song], wake [N song],
race [R song], made [X song]

/ea/

meat, meal [M song], ice cream, mean [I song],
eat, tea [A song], eat, Easter [ E song] weasels [W song],
sneaky [S song], please, each [K song], eating [Y song]
week, see [E song], tree [T song], bee [Z song], queen [Q song],
been [I song], green [G song]
unhappy [U song], sneaky, slippery [S song], yummy [Y song],
frenzy [F song], juicy [A song]

/ie/

fried, flies [F song] night, fright, nightmare [N song], right [R song]
drive [C song], fine [F song], hike, hide [H song], ice [I song],
kite, kind [K song], like [J, X, Z songs], nice [N Song],
slide [Song], white [W song], while [Y song]

/oa/

goat [G song], boat [R song]
nose [Z song], row [R song]

/oo/

food [F song], igloo [I song], school, fool [S song],
zoom, zoo [Z song], kangaroo [H song], boom, vroom [V song]

/a/

an, ant, alligator, African, and, astronaut, apple, answered,
angry [A song], cat, can, catch [C song], dad [D song], bag,
black [B song], fat, family, pan, fantastic [F song], van,
vanish [V song], yackety-yak [Y song], zapped [Z song],
back, quack [Q song], grab [O song]

/e/

elephant, egg [E song], end [R song] help, hello [H song],
never [N song], next [X song], spell [S song], venture, very [V song],
went [F song], yellow, yes [Y song], questioned [Q song],
terrify [T song]

/i/

if, is, in, insect, interview, Indian, interfere, inquire, igloo,
Italy, interesting, iguana [I song], dig [D song], big [B song],
sit, slippery, slither, trick [S song], cliff [C song],
fish, finished [F song], hill [H song], jiggle [J song],
kick, kid [K song], little, lizards [L song], milk [M song],
pick [P song], river [R song], vigilant, visited [V song],
wiggle, winter, wings [W song], mister, miss [X song]
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/o/

orange, octopus [O song], dog [D song], jog [J song],
tops [T song], not [U song], not, hot, hopping [H song],
fox, ox [X song], lots, spots [L song], rocks [R song],
volatile, volcano [V song], wombats, wobble [W song],
crocodile [C song]

/u/

up, umbrella, upstairs, under, unhappy, puddles [U song],
but [I, H, C, S], hug [H song], gum [G song], bus [B song],
unless [A song], yummy [Y song], duck [Q song],
muffin, munch [M song], such [S song], buzzed [Z song].
attack, American, astonished [A song], about [E song]

/uu/

cook [C song], looking [F song]
could [I song], would [I, E songs]

/ow/

how [E song], brown [B song], now [X song], down [R song]

/ar/

car [C song], hard, kangaroo [H song], are [Y song],
garbage, garden, gardenias [G song], arms [O song],
army, armed [A song], partner, party [P song]

/ir/

dirt, dirty [D song]

/or/

horse [H song], extraordinary [E song], for [M song],
popcorn [P song], or [C, D songs]

/ai/ /r/

airborne [A song], upstairs [U song]

/ea/ /r/

ear [I song], hear [J song]

/th/

things [C song], with [P, N, A, U songs]

/TH/

then, the, father, them [F song], they [F, Y songs],
their [H song], that [M song], this, that’s [I song], that [B song]
mother [M song], there [C song], other [K song]

/sh/

vanish, wish [V song], finished, fish [F song],
astonished [A song]

/ch/

munch, munching [M song], catch [C song], watch [W song]

/qu/

queen, quit, quack, quacking, quiet, questioned [Q song],
inquire [I song]

/j/

jiggle, jog, jump, joke, just, Jell-O [J song]

/p/

party, piano, popcorn, pizza, pass, pick, partner, [P song],
up [U song], hop [H song], top [T song]

/t/

tiger, terrify, terrified, tip, toe, tops, tip-toeing [T song],
ant [A song], cat [C song], fat [F song], hot, not [H song],
sit [S song], but [I song], lot/s [L song], at [G song]
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/k/

kind, koala, kangaroo, kite, kick, kid [K song], yak [Y song],
trick [S song], back, black [B song], duck [Q song],
back, black [B song], trick [S song], can, can’t, catch, crocodile,
climb, cliff, cook, cake, car, clever, kid, color, crayons, come,
cuddle, cry, [C song], ice block [I song], attack [A song],
rocks [R song], pick [P song]

/b/

back, bus, bear, banana, bag, big, brown, black [B song],
be [K song], gobble, gobbling [G song], bee [Z song],
grab [O song]

/d/

dig, dog, don’t, daffodil, doorstep, dirty, dad [D song],
puddles [U song], and [B song], kid [K song], end [R song]

/g/

goat, gobbling, gobble, garbage, gum, garden,
gardenias [G song], jiggle [J song], wiggle [W song], big [A song],
dig [D song], bag [B song], jog [J song], hug [H song],
grab [O song]

/m/

meal, munch, munching, melon, meat, muffin, my, makes,
mother, milk, me [M], mom [L], gum [G] climb [C song]

/n/

no, never, nice, night, nightmare [N song], can [C song],
van [V song], pan [F song], fun [U song]

/ng/

things [C song], bring [B song], anything [G song],
wings [W song], long [X song]

/f/

fat, four, fish, fire, feast, five, fast, father, fine, food, fantastic,
finish [F song], if [I song], cliff [C song], daffodil [D song],
off [F song]

/v/

very, vigilant, volcano, vanish, visit, visited, venture,
van [V song]

/s/

sit, such, snake, spell, sneaky, school, slither, slide, slippery,
sly [S song], bus [B song], yes [Y song], miss [X, S songs],
grass [G], pass [P], race [R], nice [N], introduce [I song]

/z/

zoo, zoom, zapped, buzzed, buzzing [Z song], frenzy [F song],
please [K song], is [I song]

/r/

race, river, row, rowing, rapids, right, rocks [R song]

/l/

like, love, lizard, leopard, lots, little [L song], spell [S song],
hill, hello [H], will, alligator [A], ball [K song], all [G song]

/w/

we, wombats, wobble, wings, wild, wolves, weasels, wait,
watch, wander, worms, wiggle, water, winter, wonder [W song]
why, white [W], when [J, F], what [I song], while [Y song]

/h/

horse, hike, hot, hill, help, hug [H song], who [X song]

/x/

extinct. exit, Rex, extra, excellent, fox, ox, next [X],
extraordinary [E song]

/y/

yellow, yo-yo, yes, yacht, yummy, yogurt [Y song],
you [A, X, V, Q, R songs], your [V song]
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7. Grammatical Information in Jazzles Songs
Compound Words
[A song]
[D song]
[F, Z songs]
[G song]
[H song]
[I song]
[K song]
[N song]
[O song]
[P song]
[U song]
[X song]
[Q song]

Opposites

[A, O song]
[B song]
[E song]
[D song]
[A song]
[Z song]
[R song]
[W song]
[U song]

afternoon, airborne
driveway, doorstep
around
anything, grandma, grandpa
someone
inside
whatever
nightmare
outstretch/ed
popcorn
upstairs
ago
cannot

over
in
big
on
answered
day
over
white
up

[O song]
[O song]
[L song]
[F song]
[Q song]
[N song]
[U song]
[B song]
[R song]

under
out
little
off
questioned
night
under
black
down

Prefixes

[A song] unless
[U song] unhappy

Suffixes

[M song]
[F song]

[A song]
[N song]
[O song]
[Q song]
[R song]
[T song]
[U song]
[V song]
[Y song]
[Z song]

make, makes; munch, munching
fry, fried; finish, finished; look, looking;
fish, fishing;
frighten, frightened
answer, answered
want ,wants
live, lives
quack, quacking; answer, answered;
question, questioned
row, rowing
terrify; terrifying, terrified
rain, raining
erupt, erupting
sail, sailing; play, playing; go, going;
eat, eating
buzz, buzzed; zap, zapped

Contractions

[A song]
[B song]
[C song]
[D song]
[I song]
[I song]
[N song]
[O song]
[Q song]
[S song]
[U song]
[V song]
[W song]
[X song]
[Z song]

we’ll
I’ve
can’t
don’t, you’ll, you’re
it’s
don’t
that’s
he’s
can’t
can’t, don’t, I’m
it’s
you’ll
don’t
you’re, don’t
don’t
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8. Multiple Intelligences and Learning Styles
Examples Based on ‘Fat Fish’ Resources

Verbal/ Linguistic
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Sing the Song Lyrics.
Follow/read the Matching Captions on the JazzleOke 1, 2 and 3.
Discuss subjects arising from the content of the song’s Lyrics.
Discuss words for comprehension.
Share stories from personal experiences. E.g. Fishing, family outings. Etc.
Write a recount. E.g. a fishing experience, time spent with father etc.
Label the parts of a fish.
Create a book about different types of fish and write the script.
Do some Storyboarding using Jazzles Storyboard Page.
Follow /read Jazzles Lyrics page while singing, or follow the words on the electronic white
board.
Identify and highlight/circle the initial letter ‘f’ or words beginning with the letter ‘f’ on the
Jazzles Lyrics Pages on an electronic white board.
Sing and read Jazzles electronic reading books JazzleBook 1 and 2.
Use alliterative words to describe the finished ‘collaged’ letter ‘f’ on Jazzles Craft Page. E.g.
“That’s a fantastic, fluffy, fabulous, frangipani scented ‘f’.”
Create a comic book version of Jazzles ‘Fat Fish’ and write in the ‘speech bubbles’.
Write or read a fish recipe.
Read the Matching Captions karaoke screen text while performing JazzleOke.
Sing or communicate with others while creating visual arts activities etc.
Interview a fisherman, a father or a fi reman.
Write ‘f’ words on Jazzles Dictionary Page for the letter ‘f’.
Play the Jazzles interactive game Jazzles Listening.
Play the Jazzles interactive game of Jazzles Tracing.
Handwriting – f/F
o Write words beginning with ‘f’ on cut-out paper ‘feathers’ or ‘fish’.
o Make a book called ‘My Family’. Write captions for each page. For example ‘This is my
father.’, ‘This is my brother.’ etc. and for the last page, ‘I have a fantastic family’.
o Make a ‘Funny Book’. Suggested text could be – ‘Monkeys are funny.’, ‘Clowns are
funny.’ ‘Jokes are funny.’, ‘Cartoons are funny.’ Etc.
o Make a “What Can Fly?’ book. (Cut out pictures or illustrate.) Examples of text could
be – ‘A bat can fly.’, ‘A helicopter can fly.’, ‘A butterfly can fly.’ Etc
Tell some funny jokes, or tell some fabulous, far-fetched, fish stories.
Read the electronic reading book, ‘Fat Fish’ JazzleBook 2 to an audience.
e.
Listen to, or read ‘fish’ stories.
Write a script for a mini-play or puppet show based on the song’s story.
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Intrapersonal
•
•
•
•
•

Think about how fish may feel.
Write a journal about a life in the day of a fish.
Role-play a father reacting in different situations with his child. (Some could be difficult if
children rarely see their father.) Try reversing roles.
Reflect on a ways to improve or create friendships.
Play 7 Jazzles interactive games to enable children to perform at their own pace and
develop individual skills - including Word Processing.

Interpersonal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share friendship and family relationship strategies.
Spend time relating to others.
Teach other children how to fish.
Play a magnetic fishing game with some friends.
Help other children with their activities e.g. collage etc.
Play Jazzles interactive games with one or more friends to develop cooperation and
communication skills.
Work with others to create a video recording presentation.
Role-play situations involving ‘being frightened’.
Work with others to produce a mini play or dance routine to perform.

Visual/Spatial
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watch ‘Fat Fish’ JazzlOke 1.
Look at the electronic reading books JazzleBook 1 and 2 and Jazzles 7 interactive Games.
Draw or paint scenes from JazzleOke 1, or of family fishing experiences.
Create and draw a comic book about the Jazzles ‘Fat Fish’ song.
Design and make a fish using recycled materials or modeling materials.
Collage the letter ‘f’ on the Jazzles Craft Page in alliterative materials. E.g. Use ‘fluffy’ or
‘feathery’ materials. If possible add a fragrance. E.g. Frangipani flower oil.
Identify every magnetic letter ‘f’ from a mixture of magnetic letters.
Draw a map of the area where the fishing took place in the Jazzles song.
Design and create the backdrops for a play about the Jazzles song.
Video or photograph some fish swimming in an aquarium.
Paint using Jazzles Coloring interactive game.
Match ‘pictures’ with ‘words’ playing the interactive game Jazzles Matching and Jazzles Flap.
Design a ‘fly’ or ‘fish’ costume or mask.
Design, then paint or collage fish, sea creatures and props for the creation of an ‘underwater
sea environment’ to decorate a room.
Design and make a 3-D model of a ‘fly’ using recycled material. (corks, wire etc.)
Color the graphics on the Jazzles Lyrics and Dictionary Page.
Paint an underwater fish scene.
Draw or paint a portrait of your father, your friend or your family.
Draw or paint a ‘fishing’ picture.
Design and make a card for your father.
Use a marker to highlight words beginning with ‘F/f’ on the printable Lyrics
i P
Page.
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Musical/Rhythmic
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tap knees or hands to the beat while singing Jazzles ‘Fat Fish’ song individually or
collectively.
Sing to the Jazzles Backing Track for this song.
Sing along while using any of the Jazzles Interactive multimedia applications.
Play percussion instruments (especially Latin type – e.g. guido, castanet, shakers and
maracas) to the beat of the ‘cha-cha’ music in the song.
Compose your own ‘cha-cha’ music.
Discuss or listen to similar style music.
Design and make an instrument similar to a maraca or other instruments used in Latin
music.
Make a musical video clip using the music and Lyrics of Jazzles ‘Fat Fish’ song.
Identify musical instruments in the backing music for Jazzles ‘Fat Fish’ song.
Listen to other types of Latin music.
Listen to some ‘flute’ music.
Practice writing letters ‘f/F’ in the air or in wet sand to the rhythm of the music.
Make a fish print using a fish bought from the fish market.
Write your own new Lyrics to match the Jazzles Backing Track for this song.

Logical/Mathematical
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Play Jazzles interactive games that teach logic and critical thinking skills. E.g. Jazzles
Puzzles.
Learn the ‘number’ concepts of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Classify sea creatures.
Play the Jazzles interactive game Jazzles Word Sweeper.
Using a set amount of some money, buy some fresh fruit or seafood.
Set up a ‘play’ fish market or fruit shop and buy and sell with ‘play’ money.
Design a procedure for evacuation in the event of a fi re.
Mathematical concept extensions:
o Volume - full/empty.
o Positions - front/back.
o Length - foot/feet.
o Number - fractions.
o Temperature - Fahrenheit.

Naturalistic/Existentialistic
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go on an excursion to an aquarium.
Video/ photograph fish in their natural environment.
Research a specific fish and its environment.
Identify environmental issues for our oceans and endangered sea creatures.
Research the fishing industry.
Think of the ramifications of depleted fish supplies for the world.
Care of pet fish.
Present information about a favorite fish.
Photograph different types of pollution on beaches.
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Bodily/Kinesthetic
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Play Jazzles Interactive Games.
Create/perform actions to the song.
Dramatize the song.
Make costumes or masks for a performance.
Be in charge of the microphone or a videoing etc. for a
production of a mini-play or JazzleOke 3 performance.
Build props for the ‘play’.
Perform a dance to the rhythm of the ‘cha-cha’ music.
Dance to other Latin music.
Play percussion instruments to the beat of the music.
Tap knees or hands to yhe beat of the music.
Model a fish using modeling materials.
Construct a fish using construction toys.
Cook using a seafood recipe.
Create a the capital letter ‘F’ using a body or bodies as demonstrated at the
beginning of ‘Fat Fish’ JazzleOke 1.
Build props to create an underwater sea environment within a room.
Practice writing the upper case and lower case letter by writing it in the air, with
chalks on pavements, with glitter pens on paper and wet paintbrushes on walls.
Cut out identified words beginning with ‘F/f’ from magazines or newspapers and
paste them on a chart.
Practice evacuation procedures in the event of a fi re.
Visit a fish market.
Eat some fish and ‘French’ Fries!
Buy fruit and make a fresh fruit salad and eat it!
Cook using fruit as ingredients.
Mime a fish or different types of sea creatures swimming in the sea. Others can
guess what you are!
Mime being fl ies flying around food.
Role-play catching a baby fish and releasing it.
Create a 3-D fish using a papier-mâché blown up balloons and recycled/craft
materials. Hang these from the ceiling.
Go fishing with some friends or family.
Make a paper ‘friendship’ chain. (Each chain would have a friend’s name on it.)
Make a Flip Book about things starting with ‘f’.
Make a ‘scientific’ sketch a favorite fish at the aquarium.
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9. Jazzles Curriculum Linking
The following summarizes how Jazzles songthemed Lesson Plans connect subject areas.

English Language Arts:
Reading/ Literature:

Apply strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate,
appreciate and respond to different texts.

•

Print Awareness: Understand the
characteristics of written language.

•

Phonemic Awareness: Ability to hear, identify
and manipulate large parts of spoken
language and individual phonemes in spoken
words.
Fluency: Identify Words in Connected Text
and read familiar texts emergently.
Comprehension: Associate meaning and
understanding with reading.
Literature: Read to construct meaning and
respond to text in a variety of literary forms.

•
•
•
•

Visual Literacy:
Interpret, evaluate and compose visual
images that represent meaning.

Small Motor Skill Development:
•
•

Participate in activities that involve small
motor skills.
Develop increased control of hand and eye
coordination and establish pencil grip.

Creative Skills:
•
•

Participation in activities that foster individual
creativity
Express thoughts and ideas and think of new
ways to use familiar materials.

Research and Information: Identify source,
conduct research and organize information.

Writing/ Grammar Usage and Mechanics:

Express ideas in written language for
different purposes and audiences.
• Writing Process: Participate in frequent
dictating, writing and reading opportunities.
• Grammar/UsageandMechanics: Demonstrate
writing by applying English conventions.
• Generate temporary spelling. Handwriting
(trace, copy and generate upper and lower
case letters and words including name.

Oral Language:

Demonstrate thinking skills in Listening and
Speaking
• Listening: Listen for information and
pleasure to songs, music and stories. Hear
and repeat sounds in sequence. Follow
one and two step instructions.
• Speaking: Express opinions and share
ideas in a group or individual situations speaking in coherent sentences. Singing.
• Group Interaction: In pairs or small groups,
show respect and consideration in verbal
and physical communication.

A four year old reading a familiarized Jazzles lyric
line by tracking left-to-right. She has demonstrated comprehension by illustrating the text.
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Visual and Performing Arts:
Identify, explore, create, observe and
appreciate the Visual and Performing Arts.
•
•

•

Select different media to create original
2D and 3D art.
Identify, explore and create in other art
forms such as music, singing, percussion,
mime, puppetry, drama and performance.
Demonstrate
appreciation
and
respectful responses.

Social and Personal Skills:
Participate in activities to develop the skills
to work and interact with others.
• Work independently and cooperatively
to solve problems.
• Select and complete a task.
• Stay on task approximately 15-20 minutes.
• Develop skills of individual responsibility.

Kindergarten students enjoy social interaction while practicing
oral language with dramatic interpretation of the ‘Volatile Volcano’ Song. With an Hawaiian music theme, children use percussion instruments to accentuate the concept of volcanos going
‘vroom’.

Social Studies:
•

•

Civics: Work and play cooperatively.
Listen and show respect for others and
their property.
Geography: Geographic concepts
and characteristics of other cultures.

Technology:
•

•

Develop Basic Computer Skills while
integrating Literacy and Visual Art’s
learning outcomes.
Develop use of the computer for word
processing and Research.

Every kindergartner engaged looking for focus words in the
Jazzles.Lyrics.

Plus Extensions Created by Song Themes:

Science:
•
•

Life Science: Observe and investigate
some plants, animals and life cycles.
Earth/Space Science: Observe and
investigate some basic concepts of
the earth.

Math:
•

Develop understanding of some basic
concepts in number, measurement
and space.

Children developing their technology skills while enjoying
self-paced literacy learning.
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10. Jazzles Multimedia/Interactive Resources
*For every song themed Unit
Use for IWBs, Tablets & Computers.

JazzleOke 1
For the initial familiarization to song-themed
Jazzles and its Lesson Plans, teacher and children
fi rst view the cartoon and then on a second
viewing, join in with collective singing. This is
followed by discussion and sharing experiences
about the concepts in the song, based on the
directions contained in the Lesson Plans . You
can click the ‘Play Again’ button for a repeat
performance. Each time you do this, you’ll find
children adding actions as they sing along!

JazzleOke 2

Develops concepts about print and reading
confidence with children singing fun-karaoke style
- Including the use of a toy microphone.

JazzleOke 1: Role of Matching Captions.
In ‘Orange Octopus’,
initial letter ‘o’ is
highlighted in the
Matching Captions.
Alliteration develops phonemic awareness
and letter/ sound association

Every time children move, sing along and track the
words in the Matching Captions on screen, they
are using all three learning styles while engaging
both their left and right brain as they experience
‘reading’ vocabulary in context. They are also
seeing puntuation in text.
By observing the various, animated characters,
children will develop their skills of expressive
language, including the role of facial expressions,
signs and gestures to extend their oral language.

JJazzleOke
azzlleO
Oke 2
2:: S
Scrolling
crollling C
Captions
apttions ffor
or C
CAP
AP
Screen from ‘Karaoke’ featuring Matching
Captions with word by word highlighting,

JazzleOke 3
Use this music backed resource to develop reading
fluency and Concepts about Print.
• Use the pause icon at any time to highlight and
explore words.
• Use the speaker icon, to turn the sound off and
on. When on, the music helps children recall
words in contexts. When off, they are a reading
text just like a book.

•

Use to demonstrate left to right tracking, one
to one correspondence, phrasing, expression
and punctuation - use of periods, commas,
quotation marks and question marks.

JazzleOke 3: Visual Reading Experience
Use for jazzleoke performance, choral singing,
reading and self-paced learning.
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JazzleBook 2 Develops reading fluency after
the Lyrics have been memorized. The book also
demonstrates how an experienced reader adds
expression and intonation to make reading sound
interesting!
Use to demonstrate left to right tracking, one to
one correspondence, phrasing, expression and
punctuation - use of periods, commas, quotation
marks and question marks.
Pause to teach/identify grammatical features
For choral reading and self-paced learning.

Use as a ‘Big Book’ for Group Learning on an
IWB or self-paced learning on a workstation.

JazzleBook 1
This drag and drop game takes the ‘drill and
kill’ out of learning rapid word recognition
skills! It develops children’s skills at word-picture
associations so increasing their Sight and Oral
Word Vocabulary.
Use for Group Learning: Enables children to
understand the substitutions of images and
text. The group select the appropriate image or
word. If correct, they will hear modeled reading
of the completed sentence. Children then take
turns managing the cursor or using the touch
screen.

Jazzles Listening

Develops
Deve
De
velo
lops
ps cl
click,
clic
ick
k hold
hol
old
d down,
down
do
wn dr
drag
drag,
ag
drop and release mouse skills.

In this ‘archery themed’ game, children listen to a
randomly presented word starting with the focus
letter (in this case ‘a’) as the 4 image options pop
up. It helps develop the Phonemic Awareness
Skill of Initial Sound Fluency Clicking the cursor
on the image determines when the choice is
correct after which another word is ‘broadcast’.
Features over 500 contemporary words
presented orally and visually - from ‘airport’ to
‘air-conditioner’, from ‘jeans’ to ‘jeep’, from ‘cat’
to ‘credit card’ from ‘microwave’ to ‘pavement’,
to ‘police’, to ‘vending machine’ and ‘x-ray’
Use For Group Learning: Teacher or a child
controls the mouse. When the word is heard the
group repeats it. They then call out ‘yes’ or ‘no’
when the cursor is placed on one of the images.

Thi game d
This
Thi
develops
l
listening,
li t i
oral,l visual
i
l and
d
digital skills. Randomization of play means
frequent repetition of modeled listening and
opportunities to build vocabulary playing
a word-image computer game! Features
hundreds of contemporary words!
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Jazzles Matching
Drag an ‘elastic’ link from the word to join the
picture. Correct joins prompt the spoken word,
and more ‘modeled’ pronunciation!
Get it wrong and the elastic link springs back!
Builds familiarity with nearly all new and useful
words to those in the Lyrics - many that should be
introduced to children earlier than is the current
practice. Examples include: airport, ambulance,
doctor, nurse, cashier, etc.
For Group Learning: A child or teacher controls
the mouse. Click on the picture.
The group calls out the name and on a correct
match, they hear the word again.

Develops click, hold down, drag,
drop and release skills.

Jazzles Flap
This word/picture matching memory game
develops concentration, listening, observation
and initial letter/word/picture associations
Use For Group Learning: There are two versions
of this game – match ‘picture to picture’ or
‘word to picture’.
Play a boys’ team versus a girls’ team or mixed
teams with the teacher tallying the score over
several games.
Children may click the card many times before
getting it right. So it’s repetitive practice - but
boring it’s not!!

Develops click, hold down, drag, drop and
release skills

Jazzles Puzzles
Jigsaws are important in developing problem
solving and spatial skills as well as eye-hand
coordination, visual
discrimination, and
(perhaps more in the physical form), dimension,
shape and number.
Use For Group Learning: Children take turns to
complete the jigsaw puzzle or participate in a
competition between 2 teams based on how
fast each team completes their jigsaw.
D
Develops
l
click,
li k hold
h ld down,
d
drag,
d
d
drop and
d
release skills.
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Jazzles Word Sweeper
Children love to compete against themselves in
this brain teasing picture game.
The objective is to score as many points as
possible within the 60 second time allowance, by
swapping adjacent images (up, down, sideways
but not diagonally) to form a line of three
identical images in a row.
Each time you score, the board ‘resets’, creating
a new, randomized picture board.
Awareness of the time line develops decision
making skills, while also developing powers of
observation, concentration, visual discrimination,
logical thinking and decision making.

Jazzles Tracing

•
•

After clicking ‘Start’, look for opportunity
to create three identical images in a row.
Click your cursor on the image piece
that you need to ‘remove’ and then click
the image next to it that will replace the
removed image and make a straight
row of 3 identical images vertically or
horizontally (not diagonally), and score.

Helps children learn the order of the alphabet in
a relaxed manner, as well as hearing modeled
pronunciation of each letter’s name.
Each letter has three tracing game levels. The fi rst
level connects 4 points (for example A, B, C, D),
the second connects 5 or 6 (for example A, B, C,
D, E), and the last connects 8 (for example A-H).
When the points are connected, the ’focus
letter’ image appears. For example, the screen
shot on the right becomes an ambulance. The
game also reinforces recognition of upper-case
letters. The starting letter varies, so building upper
letter recognition skills as well as the order of the
alphabet! For Group and self-paced learning.

Develops click, hold down and release
skills.

Jazzles Coloring
These Jazzles coloring activities in combination
with the palette options, extend children’s
imagination and creativity as well as developing
their confidence for decision-making on color
combinations!
These creative activities are also designed to
develop fine motors skills through the mouse
control accuracy needed to ‘fill’ some of the
finer spaces.
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11. Jazzles Printable, Song-Themed Activity Sheets
Also use for IWBs, Tablets & Computers.
Deliver as an individual printed copy or project on to an electronic
whiteboard. Can be collated into student folders.

1. Lyrics Bold Page

2. Lyrics Page

The Jazzles Lyrics Page comes in two formats Bold initial letter and plain, non-bold text.
Use Jazzles Lyrics Page to:
• Learn the focus letter shape in uppercase
and lowercase form.
• Develop phonemic awareness (Initial Sound
Fluency).

See right - the non-bold Lyrics Page.
Use the non-bold Lyrics Page to;
• Create Cloze activities.
• Target Sight Words featured in the lyrics.
• Or focus on nouns, verbs, adjectives or
contractions in the lyrics.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop concepts of a ‘word’, ‘word spaces’,
‘letter’ and ‘fi rst letter’ of a word.
Identify high frequency, irregular or rhyming
words.
Use as a teaching tool for introducing plurals,
nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.
Use as a teaching tool to demonstrate fluency
and the use of punctuation for expression.
Develop active vocabulary and spelling skills.
Evaluate or teach - use as a Cloze worksheet
to target spelling, sight words, verbs etc.

Creative Learning Activities
after Learning the Song
•

•

•
•

Identify and circle or highlight every letter or
word with the target initial upper and lower
case letter in the Lyrics.
Sing the Lyrics as children point to the words
(one to one correspondence left to right
tracking and return sweep).
Children identify and circle or highlight
specific types of words(teacher directed).
Collate Lyrics Pages into an individual journal,
song or poetry folder.
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3. Activity Page
Deliver as an individual printed copy or project
on to an electronic whiteboard. Play the Jazzles
songs as background music while children
complete these activities for automatic oral
language practice.
Use Activity Pages to develop:
• Early reading skills of vocabulary, phonemic
awareness, alphabetic principle, fluency,
comprehension and concepts about print,
• Early spelling skills.
• Fine motor skills by cutting, pasting, coloring
and tracing.
• Handwriting skills.
Note: Jazzles Activity Pages can be used as an
evaluation tool as well as a hard copy sample of
each child’s progress.

Top: Activity Page and section of the Activity
Cutouts Page for the same letter.

Creative Learning Activities:
•

Children read, identify, write draw, color,
cut and paste while demonstrating their
knowledge and comprehension.

•

Children read the completed worksheet
to the teacher, classmate or parent.

Note: Individual instructions for each activity
are found on the Activity Cutouts Page.
Multiple Cutouts sections are contained on
each page.
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4. Dictionary Page
Deliver as an individual printed copy or project
on to an electronic whiteboard.
Note: Jazzles Dictionary Pages can be used as
an evaluation tool. The Jazzles audio songs can
be played as background music while children
complete these activities.
Use Jazzles Dictionary Pages for:
• Alphabetically recording words - beginning
with those familiarized from the alliterative
Lyrics of the focus Jazzles song.
• Alphabetically collating pages to create a
personal Dictionary for each child to access
for creative writing.

•

•
•
•

Collectively listing words beginning with
the focus letter. Demonstrate by using the
Dictionary Page projected on to a wall or
IWB.
Developing ‘look-up’ dictionary skills.
Practice writing words for a purpose.
Evaluation: Whenever a child wants to
enter a word on the correct page, they are
demonstrating their letter-sound knowledge.

Creative Learning Activities:
•

•

As a class or in a group, collectively
write words beginning with the focus
letter from the Jazzles Lyrics on to the
projected electronic whiteboard.
Children can copy these onto their
individual Dictionary Page, then color
and decorate the page.
Children add words onto their page
in their own personally created
Dictionary, whenever they identify
one. Children access their personal
Dictionary when they are creatively
writing.

Create Journals/Workbooks
Create individual workbooks and use for
assessments as well school-to-home records:

•
•
•
•

Lyrics Pages (non bold) for a ‘Song Book’.
Craft Pages for an ‘Alphabet Book’.
Dictionary Pages for a ‘My Dictionary Book’.
Activity Pages for a ‘Sample Book’.
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5. Craft Pages
Print off a copy for each child to use either as an
individual or group activity. If you have access to
an IWB, project on to the board and demonstrate
letter formation.
Children can also individually practice ‘Rainbow
Writing’ the letter inside the outline on the
electronic whiteboard!
Use Craft Pages to:
• Consolidate sound-letter correspondence
using the senses of touch, sight, smell, hearing
taste.

•
•
•
•

•

•

Top: Use the Craft Page for ‘Rainbow Writing’.
Bottom: Use the same page for collage. Also
comes in a set of 4 small letter cards(see below).

Develop and extend vocabulary - especially
the use of adjectives.
Develop the skill of alliteration.
Develop phonemic awareness Skills in initial
sound fluency and phoneme identification.
Develop non cognitive skills of negotiation,
communication, cooperation, sharing and
staying on task etc.
Develop Small Motor Skills by cutting, pasting,
manipulating collage materials, coloring and
painting.
Engage the sense of smell for letter-sound
recall. You can add perfume, herbs or fragrant
oils to the finished letter. For example, with ‘c’,
use instant coffee; use lavender oil for ‘l’ and
tea tree oil or tarragon for ‘t’ and peppermint
of course for ‘p’!

Creative Learning Activities
•

•

•

Use Jazzles Tactile Craft Letter Cards to form words. In ‘cat’ above, ‘c’ is
collaged with corn, ‘a’ with apple pieces and ‘t’ with tea leaves.
See lesson plans for suggested list of collage materials.

•

Color the images around the letter,
then collage the letter. Sing along to
the song while completing.
Practice alliterative descriptions of the
children’s finished, ‘collaged’ letter.
Examples: For the letter ‘g’ - “I’ve got a
gorgeous, green grassy ‘g’.” Or, for the
letter ‘f’, “My letter ‘f’ is fine, fabulous,
furry and funny and it has the fragrance
of a fuchsia flower!”
Let the children show and alliteratively
describe their finished collaged letters
to their friends and parents!
Use the finished Craft Page as a theme
card for a word bank or word wall.
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6. Read and Color Page
This is a relaxed, happy, creative experience to
help children develop reading skills based on
awareness that images on paper communicate
an author’s story and meaning.

•

•
•

•

The pages use images children have familiarized from JazzleOke 1. Use to prompt recall of
the relevant key words from the song.
Use to teach one to one correspondence by
pointing.
Have the children read the text aloud. This
helps understanding of the initial sound and
word meanings though picture association.
Always play the Jazzles Audio Track in the
background and allow the children to sing
along quietly. It ignites happy, spontaneous
oral language practice!

Read and Color Page for the Letter ‘fF’ .

7. Storyboard Page
Print copies (gray scale or colored) for individual
activity. Project the page onto an electronic
whiteboard for teacher modeled writing of joint
constructed text.
Use Storyboard Pages to:
• Model a dictated story for children to copy.
• Teach and demonstrate print concepts,
phrasing and expression.
• Develop visual literacy.
• Inspire a creative sentence or ‘Matching
Caption’ for the image.
• Ignite imagination and creativity.
• Develop reading, writing, handwriting and
visual art skills.
Note: Here is a way to develop listening, understanding and
creative writing skills with the Jazzles Matching Captions Challenge! Turn children into make-believe ‘Movie Script Writers’.
They first watch JazzleOke 1, and then write their own Matching
Caption for the storyboard. (when developmentally ready)
This way, ‘watching and listening’ is turned into creative play that
combines aural, visual and written skills! Creating ‘Big Picture’
Matching Captions is a powerful language learning strategy that
is fun and anxiety free. Children are far more interested in learning to write and spell when they are using words for a purpose!

Creative Learning Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construct a shared story.
Model writing the dictated sentence
on the projected page.
Demonstrate phrasing and expression.
Children practice fluent modeled,
oral reading.
Children copy the story.
When children are confident, they can
write and illustrate independently.
Read the story to a partner or adult.
Jazzles Storyboard Pages can be
an individual assessment sample for
writing, reading, handwriting and
Visual Art.
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12. About Vocabulary
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR LITERACY
ADVISORY BOARD MEETING
SUMMARY MINUTES
FEBRUARY 2-3, 2005
***
The Advisory Board met at 8:30 a.m. in the Board Room of the National Institute for
Literacy, 1775 I Street, NW, Washington, D.C. M. Carmel Borders, Board Chair, presided.
PRESENT:
M. Carmel Borders
Juan R. Olivarez, Ph.D.
Douglas W. Carnine, Ph.D.
Blanca Enriquez, Ph.D.
Carol Gambill
William Hiller, Ph.D.
Phyllis Hunter
Jean Osborn
Richard K. Wagner, Ph.D.
Mark Yudof, LL.B.
Sandra L. Baxter, Ed.D.

NIFL Advisory Board Chair
NIFL Advisory Board Vice Chair [via teleconference]
NIFL Advisory Board [via Teleconference]
NIFL Advisory Board
NIFL Advisory Board Secretary
NIFL Advisory Board
NIFL Advisory Board
NIFL Advisory Board
NIFL Advisory Board
NIFL Advisory Board
NIFL Interim Director

ALSO PRESENT:
Mason Bishop, Deputy Asst. Secretary for Employment & Training Administration,
U.S. Department Of Labor
Marty Dannenfelser, Deputy Asst. Secretary for Policy & External Affairs, Administration for
Children & Families, U.S. Department Of Health And Human Services
Reid Lyon, Chief, Child Development & Behavior Branch, National Institute for Child Health
and Human Development, National Institutes of Health
Susan Sclafani, Assistant Secretary, Office of Vocational and Adult Education, U.S. Department of Education
PRESENTERS:
Jay Diskey, Principal, Diskey and Associates
Catherine Snow, Henry Lee Shattuck Professor of Education, Harvard Graduate School of
Education vocabulary, she said, is always the bottleneck for English language learners.
Bobbi Stettner-Eaton, U.S. Department of Education
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Dr. Wagner’s Report on Vocabulary
WEDNESDAY, February 2, 2005
Dr. Wagner said it’s very clear that the development of vocabulary is critical for reading
comprehension, but beyond that, things aren’t so simple.
Part of the solution to the problem of vocabulary is the development of a research agenda.
A recent conference in Captiva supported by the Florida Center for Reading Research
and the Florida State University College of Arts and Sciences explored issues concerning
vocabulary development and implications for reading comprehension.
Dr. Wagner highlighted several of the issues from the Captiva meeting. Many researchers
have discovered the “not so complicated news” that “if you don’t know the words, you
can’t comprehend the passage.” While that’s true, he said, it’s more complicated than
that because vocabulary develops over time, reading comprehension improves over time,
and the ways that these two processes interact is complicated. Dr. Wagner discussed
some data from a study he conducted with 250 fourth and fifth grade children. There was
a strong correlation between vocabulary and reading comprehension in fourth grade.
In addition, a key determinant of fifth grade reading comprehension was fourth grade
reading comprehension. The same was true of fifth grade vocabulary, which was strongly
predicted by fourth grade vocabulary.
However, it emerged that there is a causal relationship between fourth grade
comprehension and fifth grade vocabulary and a casual relationship between fourth
grade vocabulary and fifth grade comprehension. These bi-directional causal relationships
suggest that something really important is happening. Effects of vocabulary also go
beyond comprehension, Dr. Wagner said. If you know a word and are asked to use it in
a phonological awareness exercise, you’ll find the task easier than if you have to use an
unfamiliar word.
Training the knowledge of word meanings to improve vocabulary has mixed results. If
training programs are done well, they have an effect. Students learn the meanings of
those words in the training program. On the other hand, the knowledge doesn’t appear
to generalize automatically to reading. Learning about a word meaning in training doesn’t
help comprehension when the word is encountered in text.
There are reasons why teaching vocabulary is hard. The best indicator of general verbal
cognitive ability is vocabulary knowledge, according to Dr. Wagner, rather than the kind
of fancy reasoning measure you might expect. So “simple vocabulary” isn’t really that
simple. Vocabulary isn’t just a list of words people carry in their heads. Rather, vocabulary
is a by-product of the ability to infer meanings of words and the patterns of usage that
contribute to vocabulary retention. It’s a by-product of a lot of cognitive Activity and
language exposure over the course of years.
Dr. Wagner said that there are promising approaches to more effective vocabulary
training. The fi rst is morphology, or the study of roots and suffixes and prefixes.
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Developing children’s morphological awareness and showing them how to use this
knowledge can multiply the effectiveness of training. For instance, if the word “know” is
taught, then it can be used to figure out related words like “knowledge” and “knowingly”
and “unknowingly.”
Another possibility is to use computer aids to improve vocabulary and comprehension.
Children increasingly read text on a computer screen, which makes this kind of assistance
very possible. For example, there could be a preview of some difficult vocabulary that
will appear in a passage or a mini assessment of vocabulary that might be troublesome.
Clicking on a button could provide the meaning and pronunciation of those difficult words.
The Department of Education is funding research into the assessment implications of
reading online to understand more about whether an assessment would be required
before every passage or whether a general vocabulary test at the beginning of a lengthier
reading assignment would suffice. Another part of the research has to do with identifying
the underlying dimensions of vocabulary knowledge – like usage - to inform assessment as
well as training.
Dr. Wagner observed that everyone may be thinking about vocabulary the wrong way
by focusing on individual words. Vocabulary knowledge is really knowledge distributed
across multiple sets of words rather than an individual word alone. Acquiring a new word
or refining knowledge of one word can improve understanding of related words and
concepts. So we might need to think of relational databases of word sets or concepts
rather than individual words when it comes to thinking about assessment and training.
Dr. Wagner also provided a list of presenters at the Captiva conference and several
chapters from a forthcoming book on vocabulary and reading development.
Ms. Enriquez remarked that Dr. Wagner’s presentation suggested that the implications
of research on vocabulary could change spelling curriculum. Dr. Wagner agreed. A
brief discussion followed, and Dr. Hiller asked whether any differences had been noted
between struggling fourth and fifth grade spellers and struggling 21-year-old spellers. Dr.
Wagner said that it was a good question and noted that one of the most important factors
contributing to vocabulary development and retention is usage, which varies extensively
from person to person. Ms. Osborn asked whether the Captiva conference touched on the
issue of repeating words, phrases, and concepts in both spoken and written language. Ms.
Osborn further noted that the value of having children read longer books rather than short
selections in basal readers is that novels tend to use the same domain of words repeatedly,
which gives children a chance to learn them. Dr. Wagner agreed, noting that idiosyncratic
vocabulary that only appears once or twice doesn’t provide enough exposure to develop
long term retention. Ms. Hunter mentioned the impact that Isabelle Beck’s work has had
on classroom teachers and her own experience developing her child’s vocabulary.
There was general agreement on the Board that it would be important to make vocabulary
a prominent issue at the Institute. Ms. Hunter suggested a product that highlights the
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importance of vocabulary while Dr. Wagner suggested the need for a research agenda.
Chairperson Borders suggested that a revised LINCS should incorporate information on
vocabulary.
Presentation: Catherine Snow, Professor, Harvard Graduate School of Education
Author, Reading Next: A Vision for Action and Research in Middle and High School
Literacy
Dr. Snow began her presentation by giving some background on her relationship with
the Carnegie Corporation and its interest in adolescent literacy. She described several
reports and initiatives put together by Andres Enriquez, who also established the Advisory
Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy. Dr. Snow also described how Andres
Henriquez noticed that the pressure from school districts and foundations was not to do
more research, but to get more children reading. For this reason, Reading Next became
a discussion focused on the problem of balancing the need to provide short-term help
to children, and the need to do more research to provide more long term solutions. The
conclusion was to promote collaborative research using various combinations of 15
elements for which there was some research evidence. These elements could then be
combined in various ways for interventions, providing that there would be an overlap
between the elements for which the strongest evidence exists. Dr. Snow observed that
there are too many ideas about teaching adolescents to read and too few that have
been rigorously evaluated.
Dr. Snow emphasized that there is very little information about the etiology of struggling
readers beyond the fourth grade. She noted that there are lots of ways to be a poor
reader in middle school and high school but that there are few assessments designed to
elucidate those differences. For example, all failing eighth graders in California get extra
phonics instruction. Dr. Snow said that perhaps 15-25 percent would benefit from that,
but not 100 percent. In addition, there are no ways to measure student engagement,
motivation, or vocabulary knowledge, all of which need to be measured, she said. She
also observed that a big problem with teenage readers who don’t read well is the
scarcity of materials that they want to read and are able to read.
Dr. Snow, Ms. Hunter, and Ms. Enriquez discussed reading instruction for non-native
English speakers. Dr. Snow said that there’s good evidence that you can teach children
to read in a language they don’t speak if they receive excellent instruction. However,
she pointed out that several studies have shown that children who are reading on par
with native speakers in fi rst grade have fallen far behind native speakers by third grade.
vocabulary, she said, is always the bottleneck for English language learners.
Dr. Snow and Ms. Enriquez agreed that distinctions need to be made between the
different learning needs of recent immigrants with little or no knowledge of English and
those students who may know much more English. Dr. Snow also noted that there are
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young children who have grown up in Spanish speaking homes who have very limited
vocabulary in Spanish and English. Their English gets better over time, but it would be a
real struggle for them to learn Spanish well, too, according to Dr. Snow.
Ms. Osborn emphasized the need to provide comprehensive information about school
environments that incorporate what is known about the elements of effective adolescent
literacy instruction. Dr. Snow agreed and said the information couldn’t be just a list of
characteristics, but “a kind of portrait of what’s going on.” Ms. Osborn suggested – and
Dr. Snow agreed – that the information should include data about student improvement.
Dr. Hiller asked Dr. Snow for recommendations on what to do next to which Dr. Snow
replied that, thinking as a reformer, she would recommend the establishment of a well
integrated data system for a particular state that aggregated data from the district level
to the state level that used unique identifiers for kids, linked to teacher names, linked to
social services databases to see which children had early interventions. The fi rst quick
payoff, she said, would be longitudinal data. A second benefit would be to serve as a
model for other states. Also, it would allow for better tracking of the most at-risk children
who are transient and change schools often.
Thinking as a researcher, Dr. Snow said identify five large districts and set up planned
comparisons of well tried comprehension instruction and intervention systems, varying
some of the elements that are thought to be important. She also said that she would like
to work with publishers to see more focus on materials and strategies for teaching vocabulary to students of all ages, not just adolescents.
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13. Contact Information
U.S.A
Person-to-Person Inquiries:
Bob McDarren or Lisa Bryce
Call Link Group USA(1) 203 426 5050 Monday though Friday, 9am-5pm.

U.S Mail: CleverShow Corporation (DBA Jazzles), 112 North Curry Street, Carson City,
Nevada 89703-4934, United States. Phone/Fax: USA 1-530-687-6305.

All Other Countries

Person-to-Person Inquiries:
Kevin Condon
Email : kcondon@jazzles.com
Phone/Fax: Australia 61- 2-9810-2784

Australia Mail: OSS Pty Ltd, Suite 1, 68 Louisa Road, Birchgrove, NSW 2041, Australia
Lesley Beth
If you need any help let me know.
Email: lesleybeth@jazzles.com -

Follow me on Facebook.
http://www.facebook.com/lesleybeth1

lesleybeth@jazzles.com
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